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Abstract
Recent theoretical investigations [M. Beneke et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. 83,
1914 (1999)] of two-body hadronic B decays have provided justification, at
least to order αs, for the use of the factorization ansatz to evaluate the B
decay matrix elements provided the decay meson containing the spectator
quark is not heavy. Motivated by this, we present simplified formulae for a
wide range of B decays into the lowest mass pseudoscalar and vector mesons.
These formulae, valid in the heavy quark limit, involve a reduced set of soft
QCD parameters and, although resulting in some loss of accuracy, should still
provide an adequate and transparent tool with which to confront data for
some time to come.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Much experimental eort is being expended in the study of B meson decays [1{3] and
the next decade will see intensive investigation of the B-meson system at CESR, the Teva-
tron, HERA, the SLAC and KEK B-factories, and at the LHC. The aim is to establish the
Cabbibo-Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) parameters to an accuraccy that will test the consis-
tency of the Standard Model (SM) description of CP asymmetry, hopefully to a precision
comparable to that of other aspects of the Standard Model. B meson decays should have
many channels which exhibit CP asymmetry but even with precise data there will be a
problem of reliably unravelling the underlying weak decay mechanisms from the distortions
caused by the strong interactions.
Hard QCD corrections to the underlying b quark weak decay amplitudes involve gluon
virtualities between the electroweak scale MW and the scale O(mb) and are easily imple-
mented through renormalization of the calculable short distance Wilson coecients Ci in



















where p  V pqVpb is a product of CKM matrix elements, q = d; s and the local B = 1
four-quark operators are
O1  (qα uα)V-A (uβ bβ)V-A;
O2  (qα uβ)V-A (uβ bα)V-A;

















β)VA = [qαγµ(1− γ5)bα] [q0βγµ(1 γ5)q0β ]: (3)
In (2) O1,2 are the tree current-current operators and O3,...,6 are QCD penguin operators. The
"other terms" indicated in (1) are small in the SM. They include magnetic dipole transition
operators and electroweak penguin operators and will be neglected in this paper although
ultimately they may well play a role in a precision analysis.
Inclusion of strong interaction eects below the scale  is a very dicult task involv-
ing, for the two-body hadronic decay B ! h1h2, the computation of the matrix ele-
ments hh1h2jOijBi. Until recently, most theoretical studies of two-body hadronic decay
invoked the factorization approximation [5] in which nal state interactions are neglected
and hh1h2jOijBi is expressed as a product of two hadronic currents: hh1jJ1 µjBihh2jJµ2 j0i.
The operators Op2 and O4,6 are Fierz transformed into a combination of color singlet-singlet
and octet-octet terms and the octet-octet terms then discarded. The singlet-singlet cur-
rent matrix elements are then expressed in terms of known decay rates and form factors.
Consequently, the hadronic matrix elements are expressed in terms of the combinations
2
a2i−1 = Ceff2i−1 +
1
Nc






where i = 1; 2; 3 and Nc = 3 is the number of colors.
In the widely used so-called "generalized factorization" approach [6{9], the renormal-
ization scale dependence of the hadronic matrix elements hh1h2jOijBi, lost through factor-
ization, is compensated for through the introduction of eective Wilson coecients Ceffi ()
such that
Ci()hOi()i = Ceffi ()hOiitree: (5)
The eective Wilson coecients Ceffi (); i = 3; : : : ; 6 for the QCD penguins depend upon
the gluon momentum q2 and generate strong phases as q2 crosses the uu and cc thresholds
[10]. The neglected octet-octet terms are compensated for by replacing Nc by a universal free
parameter . The assumed universal ai parameters are then determined by tting to as much
data as possible. Some authors [9] have allowed the  parameter for the (V −A)⊗ (V −A)
and (V − A)⊗ (V + A) contributions to be dierent.
Recently there has been signicant progress in the theoretical understanding of hadronic
decay amplitudes in the heavy quark limit [11{17]. These approaches, known as QCD
(improved) factorization, exploit the fact that mb is much greater than the QCD scale QCD
and show that the hadronic matrix elements have the form





s + O(QCD=mb)] (6)
provided the spectator quark does not go to a heavy meson. If the power corrections in QCD
and radiative corrections in s are neglected, conventional or "naive" factorization is recov-
ered. Although naive factorization is broken at higher order in s, these non-factorizable
contributions can be calculated systematically.
For B ! h1h2 in which both h1 and h2 are light, and h2 is the meson that doesn’t
pick up the spectator quark, [11,12] nd that all non-factorizable contributions are real and
dominated by hard gluon exchange which can be calculated perturbatively, and all leading
order non-perturbative soft and collinear eects are conned to the B − h1 system and can
be absorbed into form factors and light cone distribution amplitudes. Strong rescattering
phases are either perturbative or power suppressed in mb and, at leading order, arise from the
imaginary parts of the hard scattering kernels in r1. The contribution from the annihilation
diagram (in which the spectator quark annihilates with one of the b decay quarks) is found
to be power suppressed and negligible. In contrast to one of the basic assumptions of
generalized factorization, the corrections to naive factorization are process dependent and
have a richer structure than merely allowing  to be dierent for the (V −A)⊗ (V −A) and
(V −A)⊗ (V + A) contributions.
Similar in many ways to QCD factorization is the hard scattering approach [18]. However,
here it is assumed that all soft contributions to the B−h1 form factor are negligible so that
the form factors can be perturbatively calculated. Also, it is argued [19] that Sudakov
suppression of long distance eects in the B meson is needed to control higher order eects
in the Beneke et al [11,12] approach. Non-factorizable contributions are now found to be
complex and the strong phases to arise from the annihilation diagram and not from the
imaginary parts of the hard scattering kernels.
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In summary, recent theoretical investigations have provided justication, at least to order
s, for invoking factorization to evaluate the hadronic matrix elements hh1h2jOijBi provided
the decay meson containing the spectator quark is not heavy. Consequently, the amplitude





pi[Qi(h1; h2) + Qi(h2; h1)] (7)
where
Q1(h1; h2) = hh1j(uα bα)V-AjBi hh2j(qβ uβ)V-Aj0i;
Q2(h1; h2) = hh1j(qα bα)V-AjBi hh2j(uβ uβ)V-Aj0i;
Q3(h1; h2) = hh1j(qα bα)V-AjBi hh2j(q0β q0β)V-Aj0i;
Q4(h1; h2) = hh1j(q0α bα)V-AjBi hh2j(qβ q0β)V-Aj0i;
Q5(h1; h2) = hh1j(qα bα)V-AjBi hh2j(q0β q0β)V+Aj0i;
Q6(h1; h2) = −2hh1j(q0α bα)S-PjBi hh2j(qβ q0β)S+Pj0i; (8)
with









p1,2  ua1,2; p3,...,6  −ta3,...,6: (10)
The form of the matrix element Q6 is a consequence of a Fierz transformation on the
(V − A) ⊗ (V + A) term. An example of a process in which h1 (and h2) can attach itself
to either current is for q0 = q = d where the matrix element for B0 ! 00 will have
contributions from both terms.
The matrix elements in Q6 can be estimated from the matrix elements of the electroweak






µ = (m2 −m1)q1q2  (m1 + m2)q1γ5q2: (12)
Forming matrix elements of (12) between scalar, pseudoscalar and vector states as appro-
priate, one of the terms on the right hand side will be identically zero and the other will
then be determined by the matrix element of the left hand side.







where the leading order (LO) aLOi are given by the naive factorization expressions (4) with
the Wilson coecients Ci taken at next to leading order (NLO). Detailed expressions for
the a
(1)
i are given in [11,12,15] for B ! PP and in [16] for B ! PV , where P and V denote
light pseudoscalar and vector mesons respectively.
The beauty of the result (13) is that the dierence between the decay rate formulae of
naive and generalized factorization as presented in numerous works [6,7,9] and that based
upon QCD factorization lies only in the coecients ai, the factorization matrix elements Qi
are common to all these approaches. Also, if the soft gluon physics is all accounted for in
the current matrix elements then, in the heavy quark limit, Nc should be taken to be three.
The corrections to the coecients ai so far presented are to rst order in s. An en-
couraging feature is that they are not large, which leads one to hope that the precision with
which the SM can be tested will be determined by the proximity of the b quark mass to the
heavy quark limit and the precision of our knowledge of the soft QCD parameters, B meson
semileptonic transition form factors and meson light cone distribution amplitudes. An ex-
ample of the dierences in the ai coecients for several theoretical approaches is shown in
Table I. Here we compare the associated pi coecients (10) for QCD factorization, general-
ized factorization and a simple tree plus penguin model at scale MW . For this simple model
the tree process gives p1 = u; p2 = p1=Nc and the only contributions from the b ! qq0q0
penguin processes occur for h1 = qspectq
0 and h2 = q0q so that p3 = p5 = 0 and p4 = p6. These
latter coecients were calculated from the penguin amplitudes given in [20]. Because of the
involvement of soft QCD parameters, some of which are only poorly known, in order to be
condent of any conclusions drawn about the SM it will be important to have a consistent
picture of as many channels of charmless B decay as possible.
In this paper we present formulae for B decay into the lowest mass pseudoscalar and
vector mesons. We focus on the heavy meson limit in which combinations of the dierent
parameters that characterize the current matrix elements ruduce to just one. This is a
consistent approach within the heavy quark approximation and we believe that the resulting
more simple formulae will provide an adequate and more transparent tool with which to
confront data for some time to come.
II. REDUCTION OF FACTORIZATION MATRIX ELEMENTS
The factorization matrix elements Qi in (8) involve products of current matrix elements
which are evaluated through the introduction of numerous soft QCD parameters such as
meson decay constants and transition form factors. Explicit expressions given in the liter-
ature [6,7,16] for B ! PP , B ! PV and B ! V V decay amplitudes in the factorization
approximation are extremely cumbersome and, consequently, are unlikely in the short term
to be of great assistance to experimentalists in analyzing their limited data sets. We argue
that the expressions for these factorized decay amplitudes can be simplied, albeit at some
loss of accuracy, such that a wide range of decays can be expressed in terms of a relatively
small number of soft QCD parameters which are, or will be, relatively well known. The loss
of accuracy incurred in our approach should not be signicant until more extensive data is
available. Our expressions are formally exact in the heavy quark limit.
The  and K meson decay constants are dened through the matrix elements
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h−j dαγ5γµuαj0i = −fpipµpi; hK−jsαγ5γµuαj0i = −fKpµK : (14)
Isospin symmetry then determines that





with similar relations for the K meson. The magnitudes of fpi and fK are well determined
from experimental measurements of the leptonic decays such as












With an appropriate phase convention on the particle states, the decay constants can be
taken to be real positive numbers which have the values fpi = (0:1307 0:00046) GeV and
fK = (0:1598  0:00184) GeV. Insofar as parity is a good quantum number, the vector
current matrix elements for  and K are zero. By contrast, for the vector mesons , !, K
and , the axial vector matrix elements are zero. The vector meson decay constants are
dened by
h−j dαγµuαj0i = fρmρµ; hK −jsαγµuαj0i = fK∗mK∗µ;
hjsαγµsαj0i = fφmφµ;










The magnitudes of some vector decay constants can be inferred from measurements of 
lepton decay, for example



















and others from the meson decay rates into e+e− pairs:






















With a phase convention that makes the decay constants real and positive, these yield
the well determined values fρ = (0:216  0:005) GeV, fω = (0:194  0:004) GeV, fφ =
(0:233 0:004) GeV and fK∗ = (0:207 0:016) GeV.
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We now consider the B transition form factors. For pseudoscalar mesons, these are
usually expressed in terms of two form factors F0(t) and F1(t):
hP jqαγµbαjBi =
[











Here qµ  (pB − pP )µ and t  q2. The axial vector matrix elements are all zero. Both F0
and F1 are analytical functions of t with no singularity at t = 0. As there is no singularity
in the matrix element, we have the constraint F0(0) = F1(0). The nearest singularity is for
t real and greater than m2B, distant from t = 0. Both F0 and F1 are often taken as simple
pole or dipole dominant. For example, from lattice QCD,
F1(t) =
F (0)
(1− t=m2)2 ; F0(t) =
F (0)
(1− t=m2) (22)
with m2 > m2B. A virtue of the rather clumsy parameterization in (21) is that when a
contraction is taken with the matrix element for the second decay meson then only F0
contributes if the second meson is also a pseudoscalar and only F1 contributes if the second
meson is a vector. For example,
h−j dαγ5γµuαj0ihP jqβγµbβ jBi = −fpiF0(m2pi)(m2B −m2P ); (23)
h−j dαγµuαj0ihP jqβγµbβ jBi = 2jpρjmBfρF1(m2ρ) (24)















We have used   pB = jpρjmB=mρ in the B rest frame and taken the  meson to be moving
along the z axis with zero helicity so that
mρ
µ
ρ = (pρ; 0; 0; Eρ): (26)
If terms in (mpi=mb)
2 = 0:0007; (mρ=mB)
2 = 0:0212, e.t.c. are neglected, as is appro-
priate for the heavy quark limit, then, because of the analytic structure of the form factors
and the constraint F0(0) = F1(0), we can write
h−j( dα uα)V-Aj0ihP j(qβ bβ)V-AjBi = −fpim2BF1(0) (27)
and
h−j( dα uα)V-Aj0ihP j(qβ bβ)V-AjBi = fρm2BF1(0): (28)
Apart from the well determined fpi and fρ, in the heavy quark limit the B ! PP and the
B ! PV transitions through the term (28) are characterized by a single parameter. The
use of two parameters is not consistent with the heavy quark limit.
The magnitudes of some form factors are measurable in principle through semileptonic
decays such as B0 ! + + l− + e, corresponding to P = +; q = u, for which, neglecting








However, these relations have only been used to estimate the CKM matrix element, the
form factors have been taken from theory. For example, lattice QCD has been used to
estimate h+juαγµbαj B0i at large values of t where the pion is moving slowly. Various
phenomenological forms, such as (22) which interpolate quite well through the calculated
values, are then used to extrapolate to the small t region. Table II shows values for Fpi(0)
and FK(0) from lattice QCD and other more phenomenological estimates. Other transition




The transition matrix elements to vector mesons are usually expressed through four form
factors:
hV jqαγµ(1− γ5)bαjBi = 2i"µνρσ νpρV pσB
V (t)
mB + mV
−µ(mB + mV )A1(t) + (pB + pV )µ   q A2(t)
mB + mV















With an appropriate phase convention all the form factors can be taken to be real. Again
the form factors are dimensionless analytic functions of t with the nearest singularity at t
real and greater than m2B. Also, the analytic structure demands that A3(0) = A0(0). In the
semileptonic decays the matrix elements for the vector mesons to have helicity +1; −1 or
0, denoted by H+(t), H−(t) and H0(t) respectively, are given by [21]































Note that jpV j; H(t) and
p
tH0(t) are analytic functions of t with singularities distant
from t = 0. For small t it appears to be the case [21] that A1; A2 and V are of similar
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magnitude. Hence, for t  m2V , and barring excessive cancellation, it can be anticipated
that
p
tH0(t)=mV will be larger than H(t) by a factor of (mB=mV )2.
The squares of some helicity matrix elements can in principle be measured from the
semileptonic decays, for example, B0 ! + + l− + . The decay rate for the lepton pair to








[H2+(1− cos )2 + H2−(1 + cos )2 + 2H20 sin2 ] (35)
where  is the angle between the charged lepton velocity and the recoil momentum of the
vector boson V = + in the lepton pair rest frame.
As with pseudoscalar transitions, these relations (35) have only been used to estimate
the CKM matrix element jVubj, the form factors have been taken from theory such as lattice
QCD. The CLEO collaboration [21] have made such an analysis with several theoretical
models. All models but one show a substantial dominance of H0(t) at small t. Table
III provides various theoretical estimates for the form factors and helicity matrix elements
associated with the B0 ! + and B− ! K− vector decays.
Contraction of the transition matrix element (31) with that for a pseudoscalar factoriza-
tion partner gives
hP jJµj0ihV;  = 0jJµjBi = 2mBjpV jfP A0(m2P ): (36)
Here  = 0 indicates that the vector meson must have zero helicity. For a vector factorization
partner there are three possibilities. Since the B meson has no spin, both vector particles
must have the same helicity so that
hV2; jJµj0ihV1; jJµjBi = fV2mV2Hλ(m2V2) (37)
where  = 1; 0. In the heavy meson limit both mesons should have zero helicity. Although
some cancellation between form factors can be anticipated, Table III suggests that the















so that, from (33), the constraint A3(0) = A0(0) and the fact that the singularities are
distant from the small t region, we can write, for example, in the heavy meson limit where
terms in (mV =mB)
2 are neglected,
h−j( dα uα)V-Aj0ihV; 0j(uβ bβ)V-AjBi = fpim2BA0(0) (39)
and
h−j( dα uα)V-Aj0ihV; 0j(uβ bβ)V-AjBi = fρm2BA0(0): (40)
Thus the four soft QCD parameters characterizing decays into vector mesons reduce to just
one in this limit.
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Based upon the simplications discussed above, we show in Tables IV to VII our expres-
sions for the factorization matrix elements
~Qi(h1; h2)  m−2B [Qi(h1; h2) + Qi(h2; h1)] (41)
for a wide range of B decays. In these tables we have used the notation Fpi = F
pi
1 (0); Aρ =
Aρ0(0), etc.
III. BRANCHING RATIOS AND CP ASYMMETRIES
The branching ratios for two-body B decays are given, in the heavy mass limit, by













where S = 1 unless the two bodies are identical, in which case the angular phase space is
halved and S = 1=2. Branching ratios calculated using a representative set of soft QCD
parameters (Fpi and FK from [26], Aρ = Aω from [23], and AK∗ from [25]) are shown in





These numerical values are only intended to give an indication of what is expected. The
values shown use ai coecients computed from the QCD factorization expressions given in
[11]. Calculations for the same soft QCD parameter set but using generalized factorization ai
coecients yield larger branching ratios and smaller asymmetries, especially for the b ! s
processes. Our generalized factorization results are very similar to those of [7] although
these authors include contributions from electroweak penguins and all vector form factors
for the B ! V V processes. It is known that the dominant electroweak penguin coecient
a9 is comparable to the strong penguin coecients a3 and a5 but these contribute little.
Our calculations are for the renormalization scale  = mb=2 and include chiral enhancement




pi=[mb(mu + md)] = 0:907 and R
K
χ =
2m2K=[mb(mu + mc)] = 0:810 in the heavy quark limit.
We have assumed that the Beneke et al [11] expressions for the ai are valid for B !
PP; B ! PV (or V P ) and B ! V V processes. In this case the only dependence upon
the process being considered is through the prefactor fpifB=Fpi in the O(s) hard scattering
contribution f II , which must be appropriately modied for each process. Subsequent to the
work of [11], [15] and [16] have given detailed expressions, respectively, for B ! PP and
B ! PV (or V P ) which dier slightly from those of [11]. However Beneke [13] has recently
questioned the validity of the calculation of [15].
Since the soft QCD parameters come from dierent sources, the possibility of dierent
sign conventions has to be considered. We have checked that taking the decay constants
fpi; fρ, e.t.c and the transition form factors dened in (14), (17), (21) and (31) to all be real
and positive is consistent with a phase convention that can be adopted in a simple quark
model (see appendix).
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IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have investigated two-body charmless hadronic B decays within the so called QCD
factorization model, making use of simplications which arise from working in the heavy
quark limit. This is particularly evident for the B ! V V processes which we argue to be
predominantly of zero helicity. Consequently a wide range of decays can be expressed in
terms of a relatively small number of soft QCD parameters, thus providing a theoretical
framework which should be adequate to confront data for some time to come.
Dierent factorization models merely modify the ai coecients which premultiply the
various combinations of soft QCD parameters, thus allowing ready comparisons between
these models.
If, in B decays to two vector mesons, there is a signicant contribution from the  = 
helicity states, it should be apparent in the Dalitz type plots for the nal decay products.
Table III suggests that the negative helicity state might be important for B0 and B− de-
cays, and the positive helicity state for B0 and B+ decays. Since each helicity contributes
incoherently to the branching ratio, each helicity can be considered as a separate channel.
The additional helicity channels can be included at the cost of extra soft QCD parameters.
For example, for the decay B0 ! !0 shown in Table IV, the negative helicity contribution
is obtained by substituting A−ρ for Aρ and A
−
ω for Aω.
To economize in the number of soft QCD parameters we have not included decay channels
involving  and 0 mesons. These amplitudes involve the mixing angle between the (uu+d d)
and ss combinations. Also, in principle, there is mixing with cc which, though small, could
make a signicant contribution to decay modes through the enhanced quark decay modes
b ! cqc.
APPENDIX: SIGN CONVENTIONS FOR DECAY CONSTANTS AND FORM
FACTORS
It is clear in the literature (see, for example, references [6,7,21]) that dierent authors
use dierent phase conventions for the particle states in dening the current matrix ele-
ments. Changes of convention should only multiply the combination
∑
i=1,...,6 pi ~Qi of the
matrix elements ~Qi occurring in (42) by a common phase factor, thus leaving the branch-
ing ratios unaltered. However, an inconsistent convention, such as dening fpi through
h+(p)juαγ5γµdαj0i = fpipµpi but insisting that fpi is positive, will result in dierent branching
ratios. If the experimental program, outlined in this paper, were to be carried through, the
relative signs of these soft QCD parameters would not be determined and at this preliminary
stage of B decay data analysis a theory must be consulted to determine these signs. We
outline here a simple quark model that illustrates this procedure.
Consider the current operator jµ(0) = uγµ(1− γ5)d where the u and d quark elds are
evaluated at xµ = 0. To construct the matrix elements h+jjµj0i and h+jjµj0i we take j0i
to be the state with no quarks or antiquarks and j+i and j+i to be a u d pair at rest with
a bound state S wave function (r) for their relative distance r. The + and + spin states
are
j+ispin = 1p2 [ju; 12ij d;−12i − ju;−12ij d; 12i] (A1)
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and
j+ispin = 1p2 [ju; 12ij d;−12i+ ju;−12ij d; 12i]: (A2)
We then nd, up to an overall positive dimensionless factor,
h+jjµj0i / pi(0)[−1; 0; 0; 0] (A3)
and
h+jjµj0i / ρ(0)[0; 0; 0; 1]: (A4)








Similarly, we construct the matrix elements h+juγµ(1 − γ5)bj B0i and h+juγµ(1 −
γ5)bj B0i by assuming that the B0 is at rest with a b d S wave function B(r) and spin
state
j B0ispin = 1p2 [jb; 12ij d;−12i − jb;−12ij d; 12i]: (A7)









2 dr [0; 0; 0;−1] (A9)










Noting that the form factors presented in the literature do not change sign on extrapolation
to t = 0 then we observe that taking the wave functions to be all real and positive is in
accord with our sign conventions for the four parameters fpi; fρ; F0 and A1.
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TABLES
TABLE I. Decay amplitude coefficients pi (multiplied by 103) in the matrix elements of the
effective Hamiltonian (7) for several theoretical models. Model 1 is a simple tree plus QCD pen-
guin with the penguin amplitude [20] taken at gluon momentum q2 = m2b/4, model 2 is gener-
alized factorization with the effective Wilson coefficients evaluated at the renormalization scale
µ = mb/2 and q2 = m2b/4 [22], and model 3 is QCD factorization at µ = mb/2 evaluated using
the expressions of Beneke et al [11]. For the CKM parameters we have used the central values
θ12 = 0.221, θ13 = 0.0035, θ23 = 0.041 and the phase δ13 = pi/2.
Model p1 p2 p3 p4 p5 p6
b ! dqq¯
1 0.0 −3.53i 0.0−1.18i 0.0 0.41+0.20i 0.0 0.41+0.20i
2 0.0−3.70i 0.0−0.13i −0.05−0.02i 0.39+0.20i 0.05+0.02i 0.63+0.30i
3 0.11−3.59i −0.36−0.18i −0.03−0.05i 0.27+0.19i 0.04+0.06i 0.51+0.20i
b¯ ! d¯q¯q
1 0.0+3.53i 0.0+1.18i 0.0 0.53−0.09i 0.0 0.53−0.09i
2 0.0+3.70i 0.0+0.13i −0.05+0.02i 0.49−0.06i 0.05−0.02i 0.75−0.13i
3 −0.11+3.59i 0.36+0.18i −0.05−0.01i 0.41−0.03i 0.07+0.02i 0.51−0.20i
b ! sqq¯
1 0.0−0.77i 0.0−0.26i 0.0 −2.1−0.34i 0.0 −2.1−0.34i
2 0.0−0.81i 0.0−0.03i 0.21+0.00i −1.96−0.29i −0.2+0.01i −2.6−0.34i
3 0.03−0.81i −0.08−0.04i 0.19+0.12i −1.47−0.32i −0.24−0.17i −2.20+0.04i
b¯ ! s¯q¯q
1 0.0+0.77i 0.0+0.26i 0.0 −2.1−0.40i 0.0 −2.1−0.40i
2 0.0+0.81i 0.0+0.03i 0.21+0.00i −1.9−0.35i −0.20−0.00i −2.6−0.36i
3 −0.03+0.81i 0.08+0.04i 0.19+0.13i −1.44−0.37i −0.23−0.18i −2.20−0.04i
TABLE II. Theoretical form factors for B ! pi and B ! K transitions.
Model Fpi(0) FK(0)
Lattice QCDa 0.27
Quark model wave functionsb 0.33
Quark model wave functionsc 0.38
Light cone sum ruled 0.305 0.341
aRef. [23] bRef. [24] cRef. [25] dRef. [26]
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TABLE III. Theoretical form factors and helicity amplitudes for B¯0 ! ρ+ and B− ! K−
transitions. It can be seen that, although the helicity zero channel for B ! V V decays can be
expected to dominate, this table shows that much cancellation is anticipated in (33). The extent
to which the helicity zero states dominate should be apparent in Dalitz type plots for the final
decay products.
Ref. A1(0) A2(0) V (0) A0(0) jH+(m2V )j2 jH−(m2V )j2 jH0(m2V )j2
B¯0 ! ρ+
1a 0.27 0.26 0.35 0.30 0.008 10.1 121
2b 0.26 0.22 0.34 0.38 0.006 9.4 185
3c 0.27 0.28 0.35 0.24 0.008 10.1 81
4d 0.30 0.33 0.37 0.21 0.034 11.9 66
5e 0.28 0.28 0.33 0.28 0.057 9.9 107
B− ! K−
2b 0.34 0.28 0.46 0.49 0.02 16.4 224
4d 0.36 0.40 0.45 0.26 0.10 17.1 75
6f 0.37 0.40 0.47 0.30 0.30 18.3 93
7g 0.33 0.33 0.37 0.32 0.22 13.0 110
aRef. [23] bRef. [28] cRef. [29] dRef. [30] eRef. [24] fRef. [27] gRef. [25]
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TABLE IV. Factorization matrix elements Q˜i(h1, h2), branching ratios Br and CP asymmetries
ACP for B¯0 ! h1h2 decays arising from b ! dqq¯. Note that for processes for which the calculated
branching ratios are < 0.4, the actual numerical values reported have little significance since they
are sensitive to the approximations made in the present study.
Decaya Q˜1 Q˜2 Q˜3 Q˜4 Q˜5 Q˜6 Br ACP
pi+pi− −Fpifpi 0 0 −Fpifpi 0 −RpiχFpifpi 8.3 0.04
pi0pi0 0 Fpifpi 0 −Fpifpi 0 −RpiχFpifpi 0.6 −0.6
ρ+pi− Aρfpi 0 0 Aρfpi 0 −RpiχAρfpi 9.3 0.05
ρ0pi0 0 −Aρfpi+Fpifρ2 0 Aρfpi+Fpifρ2 0 −Rpiχ Aρfpi2 0.4 −0.8
pi+ρ− Fpifρ 0 0 Fpifρ 0 0 24.0 0.04
ωpi0 0 Aωfpi−Fpifω2 −Fpifω −Aωfpi+Fpifω2 −Fpifω Rpiχ Aωfpi2 0.01 0.8
ρ+ρ− Aρfρ 0 0 Aρfρ 0 0 23.2 0.04
ρ0ρ0 0 −Aρfρ 0 Aρfρ 0 0 0.5 −0.8
ωρ0 0 Aωfρ−Aρfω2 −Aρfω −Aωfρ+Aρfω2 −Aρfω 0 0.2 0.10
ωω 0 Aωfω 2Aωfω Aωfω 2Aωfω 0 0.01 0.9
K¯0K0 0 0 0 −FKfK 0 −RKχ FKfK 0.8 0.0
K¯0K0 0 0 0 AK∗fK 0 −RKχ AK∗fK 0.0 −0.09
K¯0K0 0 0 0 FKfK∗ 0 0 0.3 0.21
K¯0K0 0 0 0 AK∗fK∗ 0 0 0.2 0.21





aThe decays to 0 and ! are obtained from 0 by the substitutions Fpi ! Aρ and
Fpi ! −Aω respectively. However, these decays give very small branching ratios. The
decays to K+K−; K+K−; K+K− and K+K− receive no contribution from ~Q1,...,6
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TABLE V. Factorization matrix elements Q˜i(h1, h2), branching ratios Br and CP asymmetries
ACP for B− ! h1h2 decays arising from b ! dqq¯. Note that for processes for which the calculated
branching ratios are < 0.4, the actual numerical values reported have little significance since they
are sensitive to the approximations made in the present study.













































2Aρfω 0 12.0 0.13
K−K0 0 0 0 −FKfK 0 −RKχ FKfK 0.9 0.09
K−K0 0 0 0 AK∗fK 0 −RKχ AK∗fK 0.03 −0.1
K−K0 0 0 0 FKfK∗ 0 0 0.3 0.21
K−K0 0 0 0 AK∗fK∗ 0 0 0.2 0.20
φpi− 0 0 Fpifφ 0 Fpifφ 0 0.0 0.0
aThe decay to − is obtained from that to − by the substitution Fpi ! Aρ and, like the
decay to −, has a very small branching ratio.
TABLE VI. Factorization matrix elements Q˜i(h1, h2), branching ratios Br and CP asymmetries
ACP for B¯0 ! h1h2 decays arising from b ! sqq¯. Note that for processes for which the calculated
branching ratios are < 0.4, the actual numerical values reported have little significance since they
are sensitive to the approximations made in the present study.
Decay Q˜1 Q˜2 Q˜3 Q˜4 Q˜5 Q˜6 Br ACP
K−pi+ −FpifK 0 0 −FpifK 0 −RKχ FpifK 13.1 −0.04
K−pi+ FpifK∗ 0 0 FpifK∗ 0 0 6.4 −0.18
K−ρ+ AρfK 0 0 AρfK 0 −RKχ AρfK 1.6 −0.64








































2AK∗fω 0 2.7 −0.12
K¯0φ 0 0 FKfφ FKfφ FKfφ 0 7.3 −0.01
K¯0φ 0 0 AK∗fφ AK∗fφ AK∗fφ 0 6.4 −0.01
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TABLE VII. Factorization matrix elements Q˜i(h1, h2), branching ratios Br and CP asymme-
tries ACP for B− ! h1h2 decays arising from b ! sqq¯. Note that for processes for which the
calculated branching ratios are < 0.4, the actual numerical values reported have little significance
since they are sensitive to the approximations made in the present study.














0 0 3.6 −0.24
pi−K¯0 0 0 0 −FpifK 0 −RKχ FpifK 12.7 −0.01
pi−K¯0 0 0 0 FpifK∗ 0 0 4.5 −0.01
ρ−K¯0 0 0 0 AρfK 0 −RKχ AρfK 0.26 0.0
































2AK∗fω 0 4.1 −0.29
φK− 0 0 FKfφ FKfφ FKfφ 0 7.7 −0.01
φK− 0 0 AK∗fφ AK∗fφ AK∗fφ 0 6.8 −0.01
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